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    サカイリ タケオ  
               坂入   威郎  
 
 電子データとして管理される膨大な地図データを処理するシステムとして，地理情報シ
ステム（GIS: Geographic Information Systems）がある。現在は，Web ページ内の特定
要素だけを描画更新する Ajax （「Asynchronous JavaScript And XML」の略）技術を適
用した地図サービス（Ajax-GIS）が広く利用されている．本研究では，GIS の（１）シス
テム面の課題，（２）利用面の課題の 2 つについて述べる． 
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SAKAIRI   Takeo 
 
 
 GIS is a computer system using digital map and has characteristics of free and smooth 
map operation differently from paper map. A technology that is called Ajax 
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) applied for GIS (Ajax-GIS). In this study, we 
address two GIS issues that are (1) map rendering and (2) map retrieval. 
 (1) Ajax-GIS uses divided raster image file called “tile” in order to keep light handling. 
There are issues that multi-layer control and graphical feature editing are difficult for 
Ajax-GIS in order to use raster image. To solve these issues, we have solved by applying 
server side rendering to Ajax-GIS.  The multi-layer control is realized by means of 
merging tiled images in the server application as the requests of the client application. 
The graphical feature editing is realized by specifically defined protocol to edit a feature 
such as moving vertices and changing color. Moreover, we proposed the methods of 
dynamic load-balancing and control so that server side rendering is not concentrated to 
a specified server.  
 (2) When a user wants to retrieve a location map by the use of GIS, he usually inputs 
keywords set relevant to the location. However, a user sometimes cannot find 
appropriate keywords because of vague memory relevant to the place. To solve this 
issue, we proposed two ways of the location search methods that are easy to use for 
users by an intuitive operation based on the knowledge of spatial cognition. One 
proposal method (ILS) is the location search by the use of relative position of landmarks 
from user’s spatial image. The other way of the location search method (LSAS) is by the 
use of attentional landmarks in actual scenery with visual elements.  
 We confirmed the effectiveness of these proposed methods by the evaluation 
experiments using actual map data. 
 
           
